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Physical processes
1) GAS STARVATION/STRANGULATION: Removal of the hot gas halo once the 

galaxy falls into the cluster 

2) RAM PRESSURE STRIPPING: Stripping of the cold gas, indirect influence on 
morphology 

3) THERMAL EVAPORATION: Cold gas in the disk evaporates via heat conduction 
from the hot ICM 

4) MERGERS and strong galaxy-galaxy interactions: Strong internal dynamic 
response 

5) HARASSMENT: Gas removal due to multiple speed encounters with other 
galaxies 

6) TIDAL INTERACTION between a galaxy and the cluster potential: Induces gas 
inflow, bar formation, nuclear and disk star formation 

7) AGN HEATING: Suppression of cooling flows 

8) CANNIBALISM: Formation of BCGs and of diffuse stellar component  
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Identifying transition galaxies 
in the local Universe

• k+a galaxies 

• Outliers (below) for the star formation 
rate-mass relation  

• Green galaxies  

• Jellyfish galaxies

Absorption spec. features

SFR indicators

Colors

Morphological appearance
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Post Starburst galaxies (k+a)
•k+a’s: strong Balmer lines in absorption, and no emission lines: no ongoing SF 
•SF ended abruptly within the last 1–1.5 Gyr 
•Explained decomposing the spectra into a combination of a K-giant-star (early-

type galaxy) spectrum and an A-star spectrum 

•The most evident and robust examples of galaxies recently “transitioned” (fast 
channel) 

•First one to be discovered (in distant clusters, Dressler & Gunn 1982, 1983, Couch 
& Sharples 1987) 

•Cluster and field PSBs most likely have different origin (ram pressure stripping in 
clusters, mergers in the field) 

A detailed analysis of field PSBs and homogeneous comparisons with 
clusters is still lacking!
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Post Starburst galaxies (k+a)

•Cluster sample:  
WINGS+OmegaWINGS (Fasano+06, Moretti+14, Gullieuszik+15, Moretti+17)  
76 clusters @ 0.04<z<0.07  
Wide-field, deep B, V and u, J, K, optical fibre spectroscopy – powerful combination 
OmegaCAM@VST + AAOmega@AAT  
Cluster Sigma=500-1200+km/s  
Log LX=43.3-44.7 erg/s  

•Field sample: 
PM2GC (Calvi+11) 
Spectroscopic data of ~38deg2 at 0.04<z<0.1 from the Millennium Galaxy Catalog 
(Liske+03)  



Post Starburst galaxies (k+a)

•Cluster sample:  
WINGS+OmegaWINGS (Fasano+06, Moretti+14, Gullieuszik+15, Moretti+17)  
76 clusters @ 0.04<z<0.07  
Wide-field, deep B, V and u, J, K, optical fibre spectroscopy – powerful combination 
OmegaCAM@VST + AAOmega@AAT  
Cluster Sigma=500-1200+km/s  
Log LX=43.3-44.7 erg/s  

•Field sample: 
PM2GC (Calvi+11) 
Spectroscopic data of ~38deg2 at 0.04<z<0.1 from the Millennium Galaxy Catalog 
(Liske+03)  

Stellar masses computed from LB and B-V color (Bell & De Jong 2001)  
Morphologies determined on B images, automatic classification with MORPHOT 
(Fasano+11) 
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Post Starburst galaxies (k+a)

PSB are intermediate between Passive and 
Emission line Galaxies  
—> population in transition 
Properties do not depend on environment

V<20 Paccagnella, BV+17

Paccagnella, BV+19

MB<-18.7MASSCOLORMAGNITUDE
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Post Starburst galaxies in clusters

Dependence on LX 
and sigma  
also at higher-z, Poggianti+2009, 
Dressler+ 2013 

Paccagnella, BV+17
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Post Starburst galaxies in 
different environments

PSB incidence increases with halo mass  
—> quenching efficiency is enhanced in more massive systems

Paccagnella, BV+19



SFR-mass relation
 
1. the SFR-mass relation is tight, there are no significant outliers below it,  

hence the transition from star-forming to passive must be very fast  

2. the SFR-mass relation does not depend on “environment”  

Peng+10



SFR-mass relation in different 
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SFR-mass relation in different 
environments 

also at higher z
Vulcani+10
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SFR-mass relation in different 
environments 

also at higher z
Vulcani+10

Paccagnella, BV+16

gradual shut down of star formation, only cluster cores strongly quench galaxies 



As galaxies leave the main sequence, they become redder and older 
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Reduced SFR over the past 2 to 5 Gyr,  
based on spectrophotometric modeling  
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Slow and fast channel

The incidence of PSBs and transition galaxies depend on environment 

TRANSITION: ~9% total population, phase lasts 2-5 Gyr 
PSB: ~7% total population, phase lasts ~1 Gyr. THEY CONTRIBUTE MORE!

Paccagnella, BV+17

FIELD

TRANSITION != PSB by definition Paccagnella, BV+17
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Green galaxies in the field

Vulcani+15

RED (PASSIVE) LATE TYPES 5%
BLUE (SF) EARLY TYPES 4%
GREEN GALAXIES 12%



Galaxies showing a green color for a 
non-negligible interval of time 
(>0.5Gyr) can originate either:  

•“undisturbed” lognormal SFHs typical 
of early spirals, or 

•long-tau galaxies (late spirals) that are 
quenched on long timescales (>1Gyr)  

Gladders et al. (2013)
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Galaxies showing a green color for a 
non-negligible interval of time 
(>0.5Gyr) can originate either:  

•“undisturbed” lognormal SFHs typical 
of early spirals, or 

•long-tau galaxies (late spirals) that are 
quenched on long timescales (>1Gyr)  

GREEN COLORS ARE NOT ALWAYS SIGN OF QUENCHING!

Gladders et al. (2013)

Vulcani+15

Green galaxies in the field
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Galaxies in transition in the field



Vulcani+15

Galaxies in transition in the field
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Stripping candidates in clusters

Merluzzi+13 Ebeling+14

Fumagalli +15

Cortese+10 
Poggianti, … BV… +16



Stripping candidates in the 
different environments

GASP I: Poggianti+17a, GASP II: Bellhouse+17, GASP III: Fritz+17, GASPIV: Gullieuszik+17, GASPV: Moretti+18, GASP VI: Poggianti+17b, GASP VII: 
Vulcani+18a, GASP VIII: Vulcani+17c, GASP IX: Jaffe+18, GASP X: Moretti+18, GASPXI: George+18, GASPXII: Vulcani+18b, GASP XIII: 
Poggianti+19, GASP XIV: Vulcani+18c, GASP XV: Bellhouse+19, GASP XVI: Vulcani+19a, GASP XVIi: George+19, GASP XVIIi: Ramatsoku+19, GASP 
XIX: Radovich+19, GASP XX: Vulcani+19b



Stripping candidates in the 
different environments

GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE (PI B.Poggianti) 
120 hours on MUSE/VLT over 4 semesters 

• Where, why and how is gas removed from galaxies? 
• Is gas being removed?  
• By which physical process?  
• What is the amount and fraction of gas that is being removed?  

• What are the effects of gas removal on the star formation activity and on galaxy 
quenching? 

• What is the interplay between the gas physical conditions and the activity of the 
galaxy central black hole? 

• What is the stellar and metallicity history of galaxies prior to and in absence of 
gas removal?  

• What is the role of the environment?

GASP I: Poggianti+17a, GASP II: Bellhouse+17, GASP III: Fritz+17, GASPIV: Gullieuszik+17, GASPV: Moretti+18, GASP VI: Poggianti+17b, GASP VII: 
Vulcani+18a, GASP VIII: Vulcani+17c, GASP IX: Jaffe+18, GASP X: Moretti+18, GASPXI: George+18, GASPXII: Vulcani+18b, GASP XIII: 
Poggianti+19, GASP XIV: Vulcani+18c, GASP XV: Bellhouse+19, GASP XVI: Vulcani+19a, GASP XVIi: George+19, GASP XVIIi: Ramatsoku+19, GASP 
XIX: Radovich+19, GASP XX: Vulcani+19b

+ APEX, ALMA, JWLA, ASTROSAT data to study different gas phases



GASP
Poggianti+2017a

http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html

GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE (PI B.Poggianti) 
120 hours on MUSE/VLT over 4 semesters 



GASP
Poggianti+2017a

http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html

The Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer 
is a second generation Integral Field 
Unit (IFU) spectrograph on VLT UT4 
•Large FOV 1’x1’ 
•High sensitivity 
•Good spatial and spectral resolution 

(0.2”/pixel, 2.5 A) 
•Large wavelength range (4700-9300 

A) 
•24 spectrographs  
•24 X 4K X 4K CCDs 
•100.000 spectra per exposure

GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE (PI B.Poggianti) 
120 hours on MUSE/VLT over 4 semesters 
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GASP
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Poggianti+2017a

GASP
• 114 galaxies at z=0.04-0.07 with stellar masses in the range 109.2-1011.5M⊙ 

in different environments (galaxy clusters, groups, field) 

http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html
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GASP
• 114 galaxies at z=0.04-0.07 with stellar masses in the range 109.2-1011.5M⊙ 

in different environments (galaxy clusters, groups, field) 
• 94 galaxies show optical signatures of unilateral debris or tails reminiscent 

of gas stripping processes (“jellyfish galaxies”), 20 disk galaxies with no 
morphological anomalies. 

http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html
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GASP
• 114 galaxies at z=0.04-0.07 with stellar masses in the range 109.2-1011.5M⊙ 

in different environments (galaxy clusters, groups, field) 
• 94 galaxies show optical signatures of unilateral debris or tails reminiscent 

of gas stripping processes (“jellyfish galaxies”), 20 disk galaxies with no 
morphological anomalies. 

• sample drawn from Poggianti et al. (2016), a catalog of jellyfish in 
WINGS/OMEGAWINGS (clusters) and PM2GC (general field)
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Poggianti+2017a

GASP
• 114 galaxies at z=0.04-0.07 with stellar masses in the range 109.2-1011.5M⊙ 

in different environments (galaxy clusters, groups, field) 
• 94 galaxies show optical signatures of unilateral debris or tails reminiscent 

of gas stripping processes (“jellyfish galaxies”), 20 disk galaxies with no 
morphological anomalies. 

• sample drawn from Poggianti et al. (2016), a catalog of jellyfish in 
WINGS/OMEGAWINGS (clusters) and PM2GC (general field)

MAIN FEATURES: galaxy area coverage, mass RANGE, environment

http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html
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Stripping candidates in clusters
The most extreme 

jellyfish galaxies stay 
above the typical SFR-

mass relation

Poggianti, ..BV,.. +17 Vulcani+18c

Stripping candidates might 
have truncated disks

Fritz, …, BV, ..+17

Jellyfish galaxies might have PSB 
spectra in some regions 

most extreme jellyfish galaxies 
host an AGN —> RPS TRIGGERs 

AGN ACTIVITY

Poggianti… BV .. +17b

Vulcani+in prep

Gullieuszik, …, BV, ..+17
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Stripped galaxies in groups

Vulcani+18b

Ram pressure stripping

t<2 107 yr 2 107 <t< 5.7 108 yr

5.7 108<t< 5.7 109 yr 5.7 109<t<1.4 1010 yrGas 
accretion

see also Vulcani+18a



Stripped galaxies in groups

Vulcani+18b

Ram pressure stripping

t<2 107 yr 2 107 <t< 5.7 108 yr

5.7 108<t< 5.7 109 yr 5.7 109<t<1.4 1010 yrGas 
accretion

see also Vulcani+18a

Strangulation
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• Green galaxies can assume a range of morphologies and SFR values
• jellyfishes are typically on or above SFR-mass relation and are blue, 
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Identifying transition galaxies in the 
local Universe

Do truly transitioning galaxies exist? 
Yes – but not always easy to discriminate them (e.g. green galaxies) 
Are all transitions due to external factors (environment)? 
Most likely yes, but there might be biases in this selection 
Do transition galaxies give clues on the timescales and processes?
Yes: k+a have short timescales, transition galaxies longer, jellyfish 
galaxies are due to RPS…
Is there overlap between k+a’s, SFR-M outliers, green and jellyfish 
galaxies? 
Almost none:
• SFR-M outliers are red
• by definition, k+a’s are non star-forming
• Green galaxies can assume a range of morphologies and SFR values
• jellyfishes are typically on or above SFR-mass relation and are blue, 

BUT some jf show truncated disks and k+a regions
What fraction of all passive galaxies today have experienced a transition? 
How relevant is the transition phenomenon for galaxy evolution?



Thanks for the attention 

Benedetta Vulcani 
INAF-OaPD

On behalf of the WINGS, PM2GC and GASP teams

University of Melbourne 
March 25, 2019


